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What is MARC? 

• A MARC record is a MA chine-Readable Cataloging record. 





Cat in a nutshell   

• “Cataloging Record” means a bibliographic record, or 
the information found on the traditional catalog card. 

• This information includes the following (not 
necessarily in the correct order on the record): 

A. A description of the item. 

B. Main entry and added entries. 

C. Subject headings. 

D. The classification or call number.  



Basic MARC Terms:  
Fields, Tags and Indicators 

Field: This is the term used to describe the various sections of 
cataloging information. Following cataloging rules, each area of 
information from the complete cataloging record is given a field in 
MARC. These fields make up the MARC record.  

Tag: This is the three-digit number assigned to each field in the MARC record. 
There are many tags that can be used, and often the tag indicates specific 
information about the field. For example, a topical subject heading has a different 
tag (650) than a geographic subject heading (651). The tag for the Title Statement 
field in our example is 245. 
 

 245 14$aThe school library media manager /$cBlanche Woolls. 

1XX   fields (main entries) 
 4XX   fields (series statements) 
 6XX   fields (subject headings) 
 7XX   fields (added entries other than subject or series) 
 8XX   fields (series added entries) 



Indicators: There are two spaces that follow each field in a MARC record. These are one-digit 
codes (numbers 0-9) that are listed right after the tag number. The first indicator is used to give 
the computer processing instructions. In the 245 field, a ‘0’ indicates that no title added entry is 
needed, but a ‘1’ indicates that there should be a title added entry.  (why?)  
The second indicator gives information about the contents of the field. In the 245 field, this 
number is used to indicate how many non-filing characters are at the beginning of the title 
(initial articles such as A, An, or The, that are ignored in alphabetical filing). Each field has its 
own indicators, and the same numbers will indicate different things, depending on what the 
requirements of each specific field are. 

 

From the MARC example, here is the 245 field shown again. In this field, there are two indicators 
after the field tag. 
  
 
 100 1_$aWoolls, Blanche. 
 245 14$aThe school library media manager /$cBlanche Woolls. 

 
The first indicator, ‘1’, shows that a title added entry is needed for this record.  (why?) The 
second indicator, ‘4’, shows the number of nonfiling characters present in this title entry. This 
means that there are 4 spaces at the beginning of the title that should be skipped when the 
computer alphabetizes, or files, this record in a list. This tells the computer to ignore the word 
‘The’ and the space following 'the' at the beginning of the title when listing it alphabetically. 

 



Subfields: Most of the fields in a MARC record contain several pieces of information. 
Each of these pieces is important, and often in a library catalog these pieces of 
information need to be searchable. Each of these pieces is called a Subfield and there 
are various ways to set these apart and to let the computer know where specific 
pieces of information can be found. Some of the possible subfields in the 245 field 
mentioned are title, subtitle, statement of responsibility. 
 
 245 14$aThe school library media manager /$cBlanche Woolls. 
 
In this example of the 245 field, there are two subfields: the title The school library 
media manager, and the author "Blanche Woolls". The subfield code ‘a’ indicates the 
title, and the subfield code ‘c’ indicates the statement of responsibility 
 
 

 
Subfield Codes: This is an alphabetical indicator that specifies the type of information in 
each Subfield shown in a MARC record. Depending on the style of the MARC display, the 
Subfield Code will be listed immediately after each delimiter or the Subfield Codes will be 
grouped together after the five digits of the tag and indicators. Subfield Codes are similar to 
Indicators, because the same letter may mean different things in different fields. It is very 
important in MARC records that the Subfield Codes are correctly specified.  (how do I 
create delimiters & then where do I find these codes?) 
 
   



• To create a delimiter in EI, press control & d at 
the same time, in the place you want your 
delimiter. 

 

• https://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en.html 

 

Questions? 



Description of the item 

• 260 or 264 (publication) 
 

• 3xx (physical description) 
 

• 5xx (other notes) 

These tags describe the item in hand, so the next cataloger 
can determine if their item is the same or different. 



260 /264 
(publisher’s information) 

260 is AACR2 rules and 264 is RDA. But they tell 
us the same things, just using slightly different 
structures. 

260 _ _$aNew York : $bDutton, $c2015.  (AACR2) 
 
260_ _$a[S.l.] :$b[s.n.] :$c2015. (AACR2) 
 
264 _1$a[New York] :$bDutton,$c[2015] (RDA) 
 
264_1$a[Place of publication not identified] :$b[Publisher not identified],$c[2015] (RDA) 

* Notice the punctuation! Similar yet different…  (why?) 



300 fields + Fixed fields 

• Subfields used most often: 

$a -- Extent (number of pages)   

$b -- Other physical details (usually illustration 
information) 

$c -- Dimensions (cm.)   

$e -- Accompanying material (for example, "teacher's guide" 

or "manual") 

300_ _$a300 p. : $bcol. Ill. ;$c24 cm.  (AACR2) 
 
300_ _$a300 pages : $bcolor illustrations ;$c24 cm (RDA) 



                 Whoa, wait a minute... 
                        how do I know if it’s AACR2 or RDA? 

a = AACR2 
i = RDA 

https://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/fixedfield.html 



While we’re talking about the FF 

If you don’t have an 008, you can’t edit the FF. 
Where can I get one if there isn’t one in the bib record? 





100 1_$aWoolls, Blanche. 

245 14$aThe school library media manager /$cBlanche Woolls. 
264 _ 1$a[New York] :$bDutton,$c[2015] 

300_ _$a300 pages : $bcolor illustrations ;$c24 cm 

 

 

Let’s go create this record in EI 



490/8xx (Series) 
     490 Series statement 

 Indicator 1: Specifies whether series is traced 

                     0 -- Series not traced (how do I know this?) 
        1 -- Series traced (8XX is in record)                 

 Indicator 2 undefined. 

Subfields used most often: $a -- Series statement $v -- Volume number 

 

800 Series added entry -- Personal name 

830 Series added entry -- Uniform title (no author) 

490 1_$a[Lucky Santangelo series ;$v9] 
800 1_$aCollins, Jackie.$tLucky Santangelo series ;$v09. 
 
490 0_$aLibrary and information science text series 



5xx Notes 



6XX 
Subject Headings  

(or subject added entries) * 

• There are various thesauri, such as the Library of Congress 
Subject Headings, Children’s Annotated List of Subject 
Headings, Sears List of Subject Headings, Medical Subject 
Headings (MeSH), and Bilindex (Spanish subject headings) 
which contain lists of valid headings used to describe the 
subject of the materials being cataloged. 

 

*controlled vocabulary 



6xx examples 

600 Subject added entry -- Personal name * 
 600 10 $a Shakespeare, William, $d 1564-1616 

650 Subject added entry -- Topical term * 
 650 _0 $a School libraries$zUnited States$xAdministration.  

651 Subject added entry -- Geographic name * 
 651 _0 $a United States $x History $v Chronology. 
 
Subfields used most often: $a -- Topical term 
   $v -- Form subdivision (R) 
   $x -- General subdivision (R)  
   $y -- Chronological subdivision (R) 
   $z -- Geographic subdivision (R) 
 
*controlled vocabulary    http://authorities.loc.gov/ 
 



7xx fields 
 7xx fields 

Use fields 700–730 to provide additional 

access to a bibliographic record from 

names and/or titles having various 

relationships to the item you are 

cataloging. Added entries are made for 

persons, corporate bodies and meetings 

having some form of responsibility for the 

creation of the work. This includes 

intellectual and publishing 

responsibilities. 

100 1_ $aWoolls, Blanche. 
 
245 14$aThe school library manager /$cBlanche Woolls, Ann C. Weeks, and 
Sharon Coatney. 
 
700 1_ $aWeeks, Ann Carlson. 
700 1_ $aCoatney, Sharon. 
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Help 

Questions about cataloging in Evergreen can be 
posted to the ListServ: 

  evergreen_indiana-catalog@lists.in.gov 

 

Shelley Lesandrini, Westfield Washington Township 
Public Library  (317-896-9391 ext.118) 

  slesandrini@wwpl.lib.in.us 
 

You can always call or email any EI cataloging committee member! 
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